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Disclaimer 

This document prepared by Motseng Concessions (Pty) Limited (“Motseng”), has been outlined for the benefit and information of the recipient to whom this document is submitted in good faith and who is

deemed by Motseng to have accepted responsibility for ensuring that the confidentiality of this document will be maintained at all times. This document may not be submitted in any manner or form to any party

or utilised in any manner or form without the prior written consent of Motseng.

The material contained in this document is intended to be general background information on Motseng or the “Company” and its activities. The information is supplied in summary form and is therefore not

necessarily complete. The financial information contained in this document may include non-IFRS financial measures. This document may include information derived from publicly available sources that

have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information.

Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions or future events or performance are not statements of

historical facts and may be "forward looking statements". Forward looking statements are based on expectations, estimates and projections at the time the statements are made that involve a number of risks

and uncertainties which could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those presently anticipated. Forward looking statement may be identified through the use of words such as "expects", "will",

"anticipates", "estimates", "believes", or by statements indicating certain actions "may", "could", "should" or "might" occur. Motseng are under no obligation, and do not intend, to update any forward looking

statements contained in this document.

The recipient acknowledges that Motseng does not assume responsibility to it or to any other person for loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising as a result of the use or misuse by the recipient of this

document or for any opinion, advice, recommendation, representation or information, expressed or implied, contained herein, notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care by it or that such loss or

damage was foreseeable.
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PORTS

RAIL

Term 25 – 40 years

HOSPITALS

CLINICS

Term 15 + years
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Universal PPP Model
INSTITUTION

PPP AGREEMENT

PRIVATE PARTY
SPECIAL PURPOSE VEHICLE

“SPV” 

SHAREHOLDINGEQUITY LOAN
AGREEMENT

DEBT

SUBCONTRACTS

SUBCONTRACTOR

CONSTRUCTION

SUBCONTRACTOR

OPERATIONS



Recent Trends
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Difficult economic climate and impact on funding markets 

Increase in more innovative financing to structure transactions 

Hybrid debt instruments – inflation linked debt being paired with preference share 
financing and project bonds

Alternate funding markets and blended financing investment approaches

Sustainable Infrastructure development programme

Increased Private Sector collaboration

Focus on Economic Inclusion

Shorter Senior Debt tenures and more conservative Debt/Equity financing ratios 
due to increased economic risk

A move to refinancing projects in 3-5 year periods after construction

Increased discussion around green finance and sustainability – instruments whose 
proceeds are used for sustainable development projects and initiatives
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Recent Trends
The PPP Unit has in recent years developed the necessary regulations and
frameworks around PPPs, and compiled guidelines for public and private-sector
stakeholders.

The groundwork has been done and a long pipeline of projects has been
developed, Treasury is optimistic that the rate at which PPP deals are concluded
is set to accelerate.

To increase the PPP project pipeline, the National Treasury is considering ways of
streamlining the implementation of such partnerships and at the same time,
reduce the time it takes to complete project planning.

National Treasury has partnered with local and international development
finance institutions to explore the development of alternative infrastructure
funding while diversifying sources of funding to encourage private-sector
participation. This would increase the pool of funds available and could help
lower project costs.



Fiscal Focus
Status
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Energy, Water & 
Sanitation

Transport & 
Logistics

Healthcare

Housing 

& 

Student 
Accommodation

Affordability, Value for Money and Risk Transfer are the main elements for National 

Treasury project approval. These transactions are underpinned by the concession(10 

years plus).

Procurement requirements per the PFMA and Treasury Regulation 16.
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Debt & Equity

Equity

Senior Debt

ISSUE

Debt is a loan from a bank, venture lender, private

equity firm, corporation, or individual.

Debt accrues interest that must be paid on a

monthly, quarterly, annually, or at maturity.

The principal must also be repaid on a periodic basis

or at maturity.

Understand the default and cure requirements to

cover financial covenants due to economic, industry

or market conditions

Equity can be common shares or preferred shares.

Preferred shares have priority for receiving cash

distributions and usually convert to common shares

once the priority obligations are met.

Equity can also provide a base to support debt and

increase the company’s ability to raise additional

funding.

Equity demands a higher cost of capital because

the risk associated with equity is higher.
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Financing FACTS
Lenders are risk averse

Limited fiscal resources to provide sovereign guarantees to

de-risk projects for Lenders

Reserve Bank requirements for Foreign Investments and Loans

The Debt/Equity structure matters – overfunding increases the

borrowers costs and underfunding increases risk of default

The Project sponsors investment approach is a critical success

factor

Focus on Economic Inclusion - ddevelopmental and socio-

economic impact agenda.
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Financing FACTS
Investor capacity to raise funds is key and the related

barriers to entry thereon

Guarantees and security requirements

Underlying assets and the quality of Projects and

cashflows thereon, plays a significant role in price

Matching investor return requirements with project

viability

The Base Case vs the Operating Financial Model and the

pitfalls thereon
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Financing FACTS
PPPs viewed as high cost projects

Guarantees and security requirements

Underlying asset and quality of project and cashflows

thereon plays a significant role in price

Each Project/investment standalones and the funding

thereof is nuanced by sector regulations and delivery

obligations

Matching investor return requirements with project

viability

The Base Case vs the Operating Financial Model over

the project life
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Financing FANCY
Quick and immediate cash returns for Equity Investors

PPPs are long-term investments with returns seen for investors mostly at

the tail end

Any Partnership will do – it is important for the project partners to be co-

destined to navigate the project and partnership risks in the economic

cycles that may affect the project returns over the life thereof.

PPPs only benefit Lenders and the Private Sector - Stakeholder

engagement is key to addressing this view. Structured correctly PPPs are

a an efficient and effective method of meeting service delivery and

infrastructure gaps and catalysts for economic growth.

The contract is set in stone – contracts evolve based on the economic

and operational trends
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Issues, Opportunities & 

Solutions

Opportunities

Issues

ISSUE

Economic and investor outlook

Transformation

There is no change without Public buy-in

Unlocking access to capital markets

Impact of Covid pandemic on the economy

Solutions

Key infrastructure programmes that address service

delivery concerns

Advanced empowerment through legislation and

policies such as 40% of public procurement spend

earmarked for Women

Consistent revenue streams to stimulate economic

growth

Job creation

Downstream supply chain activity

Lower project costs and Lenders and partners that

are invested in Project success through various

economic and market cycles

Accelerated turnaround to market for infrastructure

programme implementation

Collaborative approach to PPPs

Investors are catalysers to economic growth



YOUR FUTURE OUR 

PASSION


